This paper presents the first combinatorial polynomialtime algorithm for minimizing submodular functions, answering an open question posed in 1981 by GrStschel, Love%sz, and Schrijver. The algorithm employs a scaling scheme that uses a flow in the complete directed graph on the underlying set with each arc capacity equal to the scaled parameter. The resulting algorithm runs in time bounded by a polynomial in the size of the underlying set and the largest length of the function value. The paper also presents a strongly polynomial-time version that runs in time bounded by a polynomial in the size of the underlying set independent of the function value.
Introduction
A function f defined on all the subsets of a finite set V is called submodular if it satisfies
f(X) + f(Y) >_ f(X tO Y) + f(X • Y), VX, Y C_ V.
This paper presents the first combinatorial polynomialtime algorithm for minimizing general submodular functions, provided that an oracle for evaluating the function value is available. Without loss of generality, we assume f(0) = 0 throughout this paper. Because of close connections to convexity [8, 14, 25] , submodular function minimization has been regarded as a fundamental problem in discrete optimization. Readers are referred to [10, 15, 25] for general background on submodular functions. Submodular functions arise in various branches of mathematical engineering such as combinatorial optimization, game theory and information theory. Examples include the matroid rank function, the cut capacity function, and the entropy function. In each of these and other applications, the submodular polyhedron and the base polyhedron defined by P(f) = {xlx6R V,VzCy:x(z)<_f(z)}, B(f) = {xlx6P(f),x(Y)=f(Y)} (1.1)
often play an important role. Linear optimization problems over these polyhedra are efficiently solvable by the greedy algorithm of Edmonds [4] . Gr5tschel, Lov£sz, and Schrijver [17] revealed the polynomial-time equivalence between the optimization and separation problems in combinatorial optimization via the ellipsoid method. Since the separation problem for P(f) is equivalent to the submodular function minimization, they asserted that the minimizer of a submodular function can be found in polynomial time using the ellipsoid method. Later, they also devised a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for this problem also using the ellipsoid method [18] , based on the connection to convexity [25] . However, the ellipsoid method is far from being efficient in practice, and is not combinatorial. Hence an efficient combinatorial algorithm for submodular function minimization has been desired for a long time.
A first step towards a combinatorial polynomialtime algorithm was taken by Cunningham [2, 3] , who devised a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for the separation problem for matroid polyhedra as well as a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm for integer-valued submodular function minimization. Narayanan [27] improved the running time bound of the former algorithm and extended the applicability of the latter by introducing a rounding technique. Based on the minimum-norm base characterization of minimizers [12, 13] , Sohoni [30] gave another combinatorial pseudopolynomial-time algorithm for submodular function minimization.
For the problem of minimizing a symmetric submodular function over proper nonempty subsets, Queyranne [28] presented a combinatorial strongly polynomial-time algorithm, extending the undirected minimum cut algorithm of Nagamochi and Ibaraki [26] .
In this paper, we present a combinatorial polynomialtime algorithm for submodular function minimization. Our algorithm uses an augmenting path approach with reference to a convex combination of extreme points of the associated base polyhedron. Such an approach was first introduced by Cunningham for minimizing submodular functions that arise from the separation problem for matroid polyhedra [2] . This was adapted for general submodular function minimization by Bixby, Cunningham, and Topkis [1] and improved by Cunningham [3] to obtain the first combinatorial, pseudopolynomial time algorithm.
A fundamental tool in these algorithms is to move from one extreme point of the base polyhedron to an adjacent extreme point via an exchange operation that increases one coordinate and decreases another coordinate by the same quantity. This quantity is called the exchange capacity. These previous methods maintain a directed graph on the underlying set that represents the possible exchange operations. They are inefficient since the lower bound on the amount of each augmentation is too small. In traditional network flow problems, it is possible to surmount this difficulty by augmenting only on paths of sufficiently large capacity [6] . However, it has been difficult to adapt this scaling approach to work in the setting of submodular function minimization, mainly because the amount of augmentation is determined by exchange capacities multiplied by the convex combination coefficients. These coefficients can be as small as the reciprocal of the maximum absolute value of the submodular function.
To overcome this difficulty, we employ a scaling framework that uses the complete directed graph on the underlying set, letting the capacity of this arc set depend directly on our scaling parameter 5. The complete directed graph serves as a relaxation of the submodular function f to another submodular function f~ defined
This additional network was introduced by Iwata [22] in the design of the first capacity scaling algorithm for the submodular flow problem of Edmonds and Giles [5] . It is also used in the cut canceling algorithm of Iwata, McCormick, and Shigeno [23] . However, a direct application of the scaling framework in [22] to the submodular function minimization does not resolve the above difficulty.
Incorporating ideas from [23] , Fleischer, Iwata, and McCormick [7] improved the capacity scaling algorithm by introducing a method to augment on paths that consist only of flow arcs and do not contain arcs corresponding to possible exchange operations. Instead, exchange operations are performed during the search for a shortest augmenting path of sufficient capacity. Our work in the present paper employs this technique in [7] to develop a capacity scaling, augmenting path algorithm for submodular function minimization.
The running time of the resulting algorithm is weakly polynomial, i.e., bounded by a polynomial in the size of the underlying set and the largest length of the function value. Even under the assumption that the largest absolute value of the function is bounded by a constant, our scaling algorithm is faster than the best previous combinatorial, pseudopolynomial-time algorithm due to Cunningham [3] .
We then modify our scaling algorithm to run in strongly polynomial time, i.e., in time bounded by a polynomial in the size of the underlying set, independently of the largest length of the function value. To make a weakly polynomial-time algorithm run in strongly polynomial time, Frank and Tardos [9] developed a generic preprocessing technique that is applicable to a fairly wide class of combinatorial optimization problems including the submodular flow problem and testing membership in matroid polyhedra. However, this framework does not readily apply to submodular function minimization. Instead, we establish a proximity lemma, and use it to devise a combinatorial algorithm that repeatedly detects either a new element contained in every minimizer, or a new ordered pair (u, v) E V with the property that any minimizer containing u also contains v. Our approach is based on the general technique originated by Tardos [32] in the design of the first strongly polynomial-time minimum cost flow algorithm.
There are some practical problems, in dynamic flows [20] , facility location [31] , and multi-terminal source coding [11, 19] , where the polynomial-time solvability relies on a submodular function minimization routine. Goemans and Ramakrishnan [16] discussed a class of submodular function minimization problems over restricted families of subsets. Their solution is combinatorial modulo an oracle for submodular function minimization on distributive lattices. Our algorithm can be used to provide combinatorial, strongly polynomialtime algorithms for these problems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides preliminaries on submodular functions. Section 3 presents a scaling algorithm for submodular function minimization, which runs in weakly polynomial time. Section 4 is devoted to the strongly polynomial-time algorithm. Finally, we discuss extensions in Section 5.
Preliminaries
We denote by Z and R the set of integers and the set of reals, respectively. Let V be a finite nonempty set of cardinality IVI = n. Given such a linear ordering, the greedy algorithm of Edmonds [4] computes an extreme base y • B(f) associated with L as
3) where L(vo) = O. Any extreme base can be generated by applying the greedy algorithm to an appropriate linear ordering. Note that a linear ordering L = (vl,'",vn) generates an extreme base y if and only if y(n(vj)) = f(n(vj)) for j = 1,...,n. The following lemma describes when we can efficiently compute u, v). Lemma 
2.1: Let y E B(f) be an extreme base generated by a linear ordering L of V in which u immediately succeeds v. Let L I be the linear ordering obtained from L by interchanging u and v. Then the extreme base yl generated by L ~ satisfies
Proof. Equations (2.4) and (2.5) follow from the greedy algorithm (see (2.3)). By the definition (2.1) of the exchange capacity, we have fi
, it follows from equations (2.2) and (2.5) that fl > ~(y, u, v). Thus we obtain fl = ~ (y,u, v) .
•
We will use Lemma 2.1 to transform one extreme base into another and to update the corresponding linear ordering.
For any vector x E R V, we denote by x-the vector in R y defined by
The following fundamental lemma easily follows from a theorem of Edmonds [4] on the vector reduction of polymatroids.
Lemma 2.2: For a submodular function f : 2 y --+ R we have max{x-(V) Ix e B(f)} = min{f(X) IX c_ V}.

If f is integer-valued, then the maximizer x can be chosen from among integral bases.
In fact, we do not rely on this min-max relation, which can be viewed as a strong duality theorem, but on the weak duality: For any base x E B(f) and any X _C V we have x-(V) <_ x(X) <_ f(X). In particular, the following immediate corollary of this statement is crucial in our scaling algorithm.
Corollary 2.3: I] f is integer-valued and f(X)-x-(V)
is less than one for some x E B(f) and X C V, then X minimizes f.
A Scaling Algorithm
In this section, we describe a combinatorial algorithm for minimizing an integer-valued submodular function f : 2 y --+ Z with f(0) = 0. We assume an evaluation oracle for the function value of f. Our algorithm is an augmenting path algorithm, embedded in a scaling framework. The previous augmenting path algorithms for submodular function minimization [1, 2, 3] maintain a base x E B(f) as a convex combination of extreme bases Yi • B(f), so that x = ~-~iel Aiyi. This is because in general, the base x • B(f) that attains the maximum in the left hand side of the min-max relation in Lemma 2.2 may not be an extreme point of B(f). However, in order to use Lemma 2.1 to compute exchange capacities, it is necessary to deal with extreme bases. Roughly speaking, these previous algorithms use a directed graph with the arc set defined by the pairs of vertices consecutive in some linear ordering that generates some yi. They seek to increase x-(V) by performing exchange operations along a path of arcs from vertices s with x(s) < 0 to vertices t with x(t) > 0. The algorithms stop with an optimal x when there are no more augmenting paths. The corresponding minimizer X is determined by the set of vertices reachable from vertices s with x(s) < O.
Our algorithm builds on ideas developed in these previous algorithms.
3.1.
The Scaling Framework
The algorithm consists of scaling phases with a positive parameter 5. The algorithm starts with
where M is an upper bound on If(X)l, X C_ V, specified below. It then cuts (i in half at the beginning of each scaling phase, and ends with (i < 1/n 2.
To adapt the augmenting path approach to this scaling framework, we use a complete directed graph on V with arc capacities that depend directly on our scaling parameter (i. Let ~ : V × V -+ R be skew-symmetric, 
Intuitively, E(qo) consists of the arcs through which we can augment the flow qo by 5 without violating the capacity constraints, i.e., the relaxed constraints for z • B(f6). A 6-scaling phase starts by preprocessing ~ to make it (i-feasible. At the beginning of the (f-scaling phase, after 5 is cut in half, the current flow qo is 2(i-feasible. The algorithm modifies each qo(u, v) to be (i-feasible by setting ~(u, v) to the closest value in the interval [-5, 5] . This may decrease z-(V) for z = x -0~ by at most (i)(i. We refer to this procedure as Double-Exchange(i, u, v). It is an extension of a subroutine introduced in [7] . The details of Double-Exchange are described below and in Figure 1 . Note that Double-Exchange(i, u, v) may add v to W. Otherwise, W remains invariant. The algorithm performs Double-Exchange as long as it is applicable, until a (f-augmenting path is found. Once a (i-augmenting path is found, the algorithm augments the flow ~ by 5 through the path without changing x. As a consequence, z-(V) increases by (i. This is an extension of a technique developed in [7] for finding 5-augmenting paths for submodular flows. We give details below. A formal description of the algorithm appears in Figure 2 . If a (f-augmenting path is found, the algorithm augments (i units of flow along the path. This increases z-(V) by (i since z changes only at the initial and terminal vertices of the path.
After each (f-augmentation, the algorithm computes an expression for x as a convex combination of at most n affinely independent extreme bases yi, chosen from the current yi's. This computation is a standard linear programming technique of transforming feasible solutions into basic feasible solutions. If the set of extreme points are not affinely independent, there is a set of coefficients #i for i E I that is not identically zero and satisfies ~ #iYi = 0 and ~ #i = 0. Using Gaussian elimination, we can start computing such #i until a dependency is detected. At this point, we eliminate the dependency by computing ~ := min{AJ#i ] #i > 0} and updating Ai := Ai-t?#i for i E I. At least one i E I satisfies Ai = 0. Delete such i from I. We continue this procedure until we eventually obtain affine independence.
A (f-scaling phase ends when either S = 0, T = 0, or Z = 0. In the last case, the set W of vertices that are reachable from S in G(~) is disjoint with T. 
yi(W) = f(W). Since x = EieI Aiyi and Eiel •i : 1, this implies x(W) = ~'~ieI Aiyi(W) = f(W).
Correctness and Complexity
We now investigate the number of iterations in each 55-scaling phase. To do this, we prove relaxed weak and strong dualities. The next lemma shows a relaxed weak duality.
Lemma 3.2: For any base x E B(f) and any (i-feasible flow ~, the vector z = x -O~ satisfies z-(V) < f(X) + (~)(i for any Z C Y.
Proof. For any X C_ V we have x(X) < f(X) and O~(X) > -(2)(i, and hence z-(V) < z(Z) < f(X) +
A relaxed strong duality is given as follows.
Lemma 3.3: At the end of each (i-scaling phase, the following (i)-0ff) hold for x and z = x -0~. (i) /f S = 0, then x-(V) > f(¢) -n255 and z-(V) >_ f(O) -n(i.
( 
ii) I]T= 0, then z-(V) > f(Y) -n2(i and z-(V) > f (V) -n(i. (iii) Ifx(W) = f(W), then x-(V) > f(W) -n255 and z-(V) > f(w) -n(i.
Proof. When the (f-scaling phase finishes with S = 0, we have x(v) > 0~(v)-55 > -n(i for every v E V, which implies x-(V) > f(O) -n25 as well as z-(V) >_
v E V, which implies z-(V) > x(V)-n2(i = f(V)-n2(i as well as z-(V) > x(V) -n&
When the (i-scaling phase ends with
By
the definitions of S and T, we also have x(v) > Oqo(v) -(i > -n5 for every v C V\W and x(v) < Oqo(v) + (i < n5 for every v • W. Therefore we have x-(V) = x-(W) + x-(y\w) >_ x(W)-n(ilWI-n(ilY\Wt = f(w) -n2(i as well as z-(V) = z-(W) + z-(V\ W) >_ x(W)-Oqo(W)-
IWt(i -(ilY\Wl >__ f(w) -n(i.
• •
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.2 and 3.3, we also obtain the following. 
f(Y). Thus we have f(X)
• Theorem 3.6: SFM runs in O(n 5 log M) time.
Proof. The algorithm starts with (i = M/n 2 and ends with (i < 1/n 2, so the algorithm consists of O(log M) scaling phases. Each scaling phase finds O(n 2) augmenting paths. We now claim that the algorithm performs the procedure Double-Exchange O(n 2) times for each i E I between (f-augmentations. Each time the algorithm picks an active pair (i, v) and applies Double-Exchange(i, u, v), the vertex v shifts towards the end of Li. If v ~ W, then it only moves towards the end of Li. Once v E W, it stays in W until the next (i-augmentation or the end of the phase. Hence the algorithm picks an active pair (i,v) at most n times between augmentations. Therefore, for each i E I, the algorithm applies Double-Exchange to active vertices in Li at most O(n 2) times.
A new index k is added to I only as a result of a nonsaturating Double-Exchange, and there are less than n nonsaturating exchanges between (f-augmentations. Hence we have III _< 2n, and the algorithm performs O(n 3) saturating exchanges per (i-augmentation. A saturating Double-Exchange requires O(1) time while a nonsaturating one O(n) time. Therefore, the time spent in Double-Exchange per augmenting path is O(n3).
After each augmentation, we also update the expression x = ~ieI Aiyi. The bottleneck in this procedure is the time spent computing the coefficients pi-Since III _< 2n, this also takes O(n 3) time.
Thus the overall complexity is O(n 5 log M).
The previous best known pseudopolynomial time bound is O(n6M log(nM)) [3] . Theorem 3.6 shows that our scaling algorithm is faster than this even if M is fixed as a constant.
We note that we could relax the definition of an active vertex to include any vertex v E V\W whose immediate successor in Li belongs to W. The correctness argument would apply without modifications. However, care is needed to obtain an efficient implementation. In this section, we have shown a weakly polynomialtime algorithm for minimizing integer-valued submodular functions. The integrality of a submodular function f guarantees that if we have a base x E B(f) and a subset X of V such that f(X) -x-(V) is less than one, X is a minimizer of f. Except for this we have not used the integrality of f. It follows that for any real-valued submodular function f : 2 V --+ R, if we are given a positive lower bound e for the difference between the second minimum and the minimum value of f, the present algorithm works for the submodular function (1/c)f and runs in O(n 5 log(nM/e)) time, where M is an upper bound on If(X)l among X _C V.
A Strongly Polynomial-Time Algorithm
This section presents a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for minimizing a submodular function f : 2 V -+ R using the scaling algorithm in Section 3. The main idea behind the algorithm is to show via Lemma 4.1 that after O(logn) scaling phases, the algorithm detects either a new vertex that that is contained in every minimizer of f, or a new vertex pair (u, v) such that v is in every minimizer of f containing u. Since there are at most O(n 2) such detections, after O(n 2 logn) scaling phases, the algorithm finds a minimizer of f. 
The new algorithm maintains a subset X C V that is included in every minimizer of f, a vertex set U corresponding to a partition of V\X into pairwise disjoint subsets, a directed acyclic graph D = (U, F), and a submodular function f on the subsets of U. Each arc in F is an ordered pair (u, w) of vertices in U such that w is in every minimizer off containing u. We call such a pair compatible with f. A component of V\X represented by a vertex of U corresponds to a set of mutually compatible pairs for f. For any vertex subset Y C_ U, we denote by F(Y) the union of those components represented by the vertices in Y. Thus for any minimizer W the set F({u}) C V for any u E U is either completely contained in W, or completely excluded from W. Throughout the algorithm, any minimizer of f is represented as X U F(W) for some minimizer W of f. Initially, the algorithm assigns U := V, F := 0, f:= f, and X := ~), which clearly satisfy the above properties.
Let R(u) denote the set of the vertices reachable from u E U in D. Then (u, w) is compatible with f for every w E R(u). We denote by f, the contraction of f by R(u), i.e.,
f'~(Y) = f(Y V R(u)) -f(R(u)), V Y C_ U\R(u).
When the algorithm detects a new vertex w that is contained in every minimizer of f, then it deletes R(w) from D, adds F(R(w)) to X, and contracts f by R(w). When the algorithm detects a new compatible pair (u,w), then it adds (u,w) to F. If this creates a cycle in D, the algorithm contracts the cycle to a single vertex and modifies f by regarding the contracted vertex set as a singleton.
The algorithm applies the proximity lemma at the end of O(logn) scaling phases that start with an appropria~ scale parameter. This works as follows. Let x E B(f) be an extreme base whose components are bounded from above by~ > 0. Let Y C_ U be asubset such that f(Y) _< -~/2. After applying the scaling algorithm starting with ~ = r/ and the extreme base x E B(f) for [log2(2n3)] scaling phases, the new 5 is less than y/2n3; and since x(Y) < f(Y) < -~/2, at least one element w E Y satisfies x(w) < -n25. By Lemma 4.1, such an element w is contained in every minimizer of f. We denote this procedure by Fix(f, x, r/).
The procedure Fix is applied either d~ectly to f, or to fu for some u E U. When applied to f, Fix identifies a new element that is contained in every minimizer of f. When applied to fu, Fix identifies a new compatible arc leaving u. Below, we describe the framework in which Fix is applied to yield a strongly polynomial-time algorithm. First we require a few definitions. A formal description of the algorithm is given in Figure 3 .
A linear ordering (Ul,..., Uk) of U is called consistent with D if i < j implies (u~, u j) ~ F. The extreme base generated by a consistent linear ordering is also called consistent. • To start each iteration, whenever f(U) > 0, the algorithm replaces the value f(U) by zero. The set of minimizers remains the same unless the minimum value is zero, in which case 0 minimizes f. This modification is done so that if f(R(u)) is sufficiently positive, then fu(U\R(u)) = f(U) -f(R(u)) is sufficiently negative, providing a witness for the applicability of Fix to fu.
Before each application of Fix, the algorithm computes • Once Fix finds a new element w in every minimizer of f, then every minimizer of f includes R(w)A Thus it suffices to minimize the submodular function fw, which is now defined on a smaller underlying set, and thus the algorithm redefines f := fT. Theorem 4.5: The algorithm in Figure 3 computes the minimizer of a submodular function in O(n 7 log n) time, which is strongly polynomial.
Proof. Each time we call the procedure Fix, the algorithm adds a new arc to D or deletes a set of vertices. This can happen at most O(n 2) times. Each call to Fix takes O(log n) phases. By Theorem 3.4, each phase has O(n 2) augmentations. Since the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that the amount of work per augmentation is O(n3), this yields an overall run time of O(nTlogn), which is strongly polynomial.
Concluding Remarks
This paper presents a strongly polynomial-time algorithm for minimizing submodular functions defined on Boolean lattices. We now briefly discuss minimizing submodular functions defined on more general lattices. Consider a submodular function f : 79 --+ R defined on a distributive lattice 79 represented by a poset 79 on V. Then the associated base polyhedron is unbounded in general.
Initialization:
xe-o Submodular functions defined on modular lattices naturally arise in linear algebra. Minimization of such functions has a significant application to canonical forms of partitioned matrices [21, 24] . It remains an interesting open problem to develop an efficient algorithm for minimizing submodular functions on modular lattices, even for those specific functions that arise from partitioned matrices. Independently, Schrijver [29] has also developed a combinatorial, strongly polynomial-time algorithm for submodular function minimization. This algorithm is also based on Cunningham's approach, although the two algorithms are quite different.
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